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Take advantage now

Free employer training

Each month, we offer an extensive range of
training for payroll providers to get involved in –
the best part is they’re free.

We have an experienced Stakeholder team, who
host weekly sessions throughout each month
focusing on different aspects of the Scheme.
Although they take a short break in August due to
school summer holidays, there’s still time to make
the most of training in July.

Inset day member presentation
We'll be hosting several member presentations across dates in September which will be
beneficial for members to take part in.

The sessions will cover a wide range of useful topics such as the benefits of being a
member of the Scheme, changes to the Scheme and contributions – just to name a few.

There’s two ways to register, either on behalf of the school, or staff members can
register themselves.
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Read more

Updated resources

Recently we've updated a few resources on our
website that’ll help answer member queries. We
know the Teachers’ Pension Scheme can be quite
complex to understand which we appreciate, and
the changes brought in by Transitional Protection
have added to this.

The updated resources will helpyou in the
approach to a very busy time with member
retirement applications. We'd highly recommend
that you familiarise yourself with them.

Find out more

Multi Factor Authentication (MFA) –
common query 

MFA has been live for a few weeks now, and as
with any new process there are some queries being
raised with employers and members.

There’s a common query we'd like to help with
which is how to rest your details using MFA.

FURTHER NEWS

Book now

Read more

Quarterly drop-in session for Multi Academy Trusts (MATs) and Academies 

We hold a MAT and Academy stakeholder meeting on a quarterly basis to provide
updates and support designed specifically for you. The sessions cover a number of useful
topics such as providing the latest news and updates, sharing ideas and best practices,
opening up lines of communication and more.

We want these sessions to be interactive so please submit any questions you may have
beforehand, when booking your place.

MCR drop-in surgeries

If your establishment have on-boarded to MCR, you should’ve received an email inviting
you to a series of support sessions. These sessions are for you to discuss any concerns
and liaise directly with members of the Teachers' Pensions team.

The sessions will take place at 2pm for approximately an hour on 20 July, 17 August and
20 September. Spaces are limited to 40 for each to allow all questions to be covered.

MCR mid-month updates and corrections
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We've received an increase in the number of queries from payroll providers asking about
making warning error corrections and submitting service and salary updates mid-month,
outside of their monthly MCR submission.

We've created some instructions to help you with how to provide this information. It’s
important that this method is used when no contribution adjustments are required. If
you do have contribution adjustments, you’ll need to make this change in your payroll
first, and then in your next monthly MCR submission.

MDC concurrent calculation validation enhancement

We've recently made some enhancements to the MDC concurrent calculation validation
processes. This is to ensure that you’re providing information correctly for members in
concurrent employment that have worked hours which are equivalent to full-time
employment for that service period.

Please review this guidance to ensure you continue to provide this correctly, and the
error you’ll receive if you don’t.

Teachers’ Retirement Agency

We'd like to remind you that if you’ve recently been contacted by the Teachers’
Retirement Agency who provide workshops to teachers approaching retirement but at a
cost to the member, these events are not being delivered by Teachers' Pensions.

These aren't our events, the only member presentations we currently offer are free
monthly live online training sessions which are delivered by our Employer Relationship
Managers.

You can book a member presentation on our website.

Employer drop-in session

The next online Employer drop-in session will be held on Wednesday 27 July at 2pm and
this month’s session will include a workshop focused on Ill-health, discussing the
application process and how you can support members.

Spaces are limited, so book your place now to avoid missing out!
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Teachers' Pension Scheme. In the event that there is a disagreement between the content of this
email and the overriding Regulations, then the content of the Regulations will take precedence.
The benefits of the Teachers' Pension Scheme, and the tax treatment of pensions may be subject
to change in the future.
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